Job Title: Controller City Energy Solutions Germany - limited to 12 months (f/m/d)

E.ON Energy Solutions GmbH | Fixed Term | Part or Full time

E.ON is one of the strongest operators of European energy networks and energy-related infrastructure, as well as a provider of advanced customer solutions for more than 50 million customers. With a total of over 75,000 employees we are represented in 15 countries. By focusing on two sustainable growth areas and with the acquisition of innogy, we are ideally positioned to drive the energy transition in Germany and Europe.

At E.ON diversity matters. We welcome all people and are convinced that differences make us stronger. Become part of our inclusive and diverse company culture!

We are looking for an Controller City Energy Solutions Germany - limited to 12 months (f/m/d) to join our team.

Your Tasks
Lead and prepare reporting and planning process in alignment with other CES (City Energy Solutions) Germany Units and Board. In this process
- Coordinate timeline and information requirements with CES Germany Units as well as EIS (Energy Infrastructure Solutions) segment
- Controlling and Financial Controlling
- Consolidate data in the respective systems (e.g. Tagetik and CS-BI)
- Prepare performance packages and documents for quarterly performance dialogs top management
- Ensure accurate, timely and insightful financial analysis on reporting
- Support the optimization of planning and reporting processes and systems
- Support risk management and Enterprise Risk Reporting process
- Financial Partner, challenger and advisor to business leaders ensuring they have the right financial information and analysis available to grow the business on a commercially viable basis
- Provide business with day-to-day controlling and finance support, and provide strong, timely financial analysis
- Closely cooperate with controlling teams of the Regional Units and varied set of functional stakeholders on a day-to-day and project level
- Independent and autonomous representation of the organizational unit in projects and working groups and assumption of project or sub-project management responsibilities

Your Profile
- Degree in business administration or a comparable field of study, ideally with a focus on controlling
- Experienced in the field of Controlling, i. a. in the field of valuation
- Experience with financial reporting systems and processes
- First experiences as a project lead or comparable
- Result-oriented and independent development of excellent results
- Excellent analytical skills and quick understanding for business models or commercial deals
- Teampayer mentality
- Good communication and presentation skills
- Highly motivated individual and entrepreneurial spirit
- Business proficiency in German and English

Your Benefits
Apart of our inspiring and dynamic international working atmosphere we have the following attractive employee benefits to keep you motivated and healthy:
- flexible working hours
- regular trainings
- private car leasing
- free parking space for E.ON employees
- job ticket available
- cooperations with local kindergarten
- family service support
- subsidized canteen
- corporate benefits
- Health offers (e.g. fitness club and physiotherapy, colon cancer screening, flu protection, etc.)
- Group accident insurance
- E.ON Pension Plan for all E.ON employees
- employee share program “Get a piece of E.ON”

Additionally we offer...
- the opportunity to shape the new energy world
- the chance to shape E.ON’s future
- exciting business challenges to be solved
- a space to develop ideas and create personal impact
- an agile and hands-on environment

Do you have questions?
For further information please contact Anna Maria Tamburrelli, annamaria.tamburrelli@eon.com

What you need to know:
Contract type: Fixed Term
Working time: Part or Full time
Company: E.ON Energy Solutions GmbH
Location: Essen, Dortmund, Essen
Function area: Finance/Accounting/Controlling/Tax